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This is the first issue of the Talking Trails Newsletter. The newsletter will be produced once a
month and include some of the previous months highlights on and off trails. We hope you
enjoy and become avid readers. Any suggestions can be sent to
news@zululandwalkingsafaris.com

RHINO REALITY TRAIL
On the 8th of August the Zululand Walking
Safaris Team joined up with the Rhino Reality
Team, a group of 4 conservationist trying to
make people aware of what is happening to our
rhinos in South Africa. We were honored to be
able to guide the team of Jon Morgan, Dr
Simon Morgan, Galeo Saintz and Zama Ncube
through the Pongola Game Reserve and the
Zululand Rhino Reserve.
Ryan and Ivor were with the Reality team for 3
days and 3 nights, sleeping under the stars
around the fire, although some team members

opted to sleep in a tent….
We found a number of both Black and White
rhino, including a young bull that was a bit to
close for comfort..

Rhino Reality Website
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This is the second fundraiser that we have been
involved with since we started, the first was the
Rhino Trek 2012 organized by Save the Rhino
and we have a third coming up soon.

BUFFALO ABOUND
Buffalo seem to be the order of
the day on the last few trails with
guests getting up close with a few
herds, one of about 50 animals.
We had a beautiful sighting of 7
Mature “Dagga” Boys, they were
busy drinking from a pool in the
river and we sat and watched
them for about 20 minutes.

This is some of
the bulls that we
were watching in
the river.

This Month

Interesting facts
 Chameleons cannot hear.
 A Puff Adder was once recorded eating a tortoise
 Buffalo Bulls can weigh up to 1000kg

Kilometers Walked

142

Hours in the Bush

69

 Elephants can produce up to 150kg of dung per
day

A LEOPARD UNDERFOOT
We have had a number of close encounters in
the last few months with Leopards.
While walking Ryan found a dead warthog lying in a road in the middle of a grass field.
When Ryan moved in for a closer inspection a
big male Leopard leapt from the grass a few
meters away and dashed off into the distance,
we don't like to disturb animals during our
trails but it does happen some times and can
lead to some very special encounters like this
one.

AN ELEPHANT SIZE MANICURE
While walking 2 Spanish guests along a rocky ridge close
too leopard Mountain Game Lodge, Ivor picked up on
the tracks from a large Elephant Bull. After following for
around 30 minutes the group was treated to seeing this
large pachyderm feeding on a Knobthorn Tree that he
had pushed over. The group settled into a rocky area
where they could see the Elephant but from a safe vantage point. Unfortunately the wind changed direction
taking the smell of the group straight towards the
Elephant Bull. Ivor immediately removed the group to a
safer area below a rocky ledge, the elephant was in the
mean time moving closer to inspect this new smell. He
arrived at the top of the rocky ledge and was so close that
the group could have given him a manicure, but as we
were in a safe position we stayed where we were. The

While Ivor was taking around the owner/ editor
of Wildside Magazine, Rob McCloud, he received a call for a Leopard that was in the vicinity. He rushed to the area and was rewarded
with an amazing Leopard encounter, with only
a river between them and the Leopard ,just lying there and watching them from its rocky
vantage point.

Elephant smelt the ground where we had been standing,
turned around and moved back to the tree that he had
been feeding on. The group stayed below the ledge
watching the Elephant as it fed and after about 5 minutes
left the area and continued on their trail.
Ivor remarked that it was the closest he had ever been to
a wild Elephant and he wouldn't forget the experience for
a long time.

BEST GUEST COMMENTS

Recently history almost repeated itself except this time
the trail group was looking down on an Elephant from
the safety of a Look-Out in a tree.

“What an amazing experience to work with such a dedicated and professional team of trail guides….”
- Wildlife ACT
“An amazing team of dedicated guides, that interact with guests in safe, enjoyable manner. Truly a
pleasure to work with.”
- Leopard Mountain Game Lodge

